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Wiliam had a black line, feeling his hot face pressed against his cold ass.
Su Emei was even more unbeautiful, and kept rolling her eyes at Wiliam.
What happened last night was more or less spread to Su Emei’s ears.
For example, Wiliam was poisoned, and then encountered an enemy attack later.
In her heart, this Wiliam is exactly the same as Lin Jiang.
It’s a natural Sh*t-chucking stick, where things go wrong.
As if born with the ability to cause trouble.
There was such a big event yesterday, and today Wiliam actually stood in front of
her like the other person.
I can’t be touched, just like the one with Qijian covering the sky, just abandoning
the game, how good is this?
After all, Jinyu volley is now famous all over the world.
Directly occupy three seats in the top twenty!
It’s better than many veteran Jiuzong, but it’s not bad for Wiliam.
At this time, the referee on the side announced the start of the game.
Su Emei thought about how to lose in a while to show her strength and be a
ladylike demeanor.
But she hadn’t finished thinking about it. Wiliam on the opposite side suddenly
stretched out his hand to the referee and said, “This round, I surrender.”
“what!”
People at the scene!
Su Emei!
Including the referee who just announced the start of the game!

Everyone is sluggish!
“I said, I gave up in this round.” Wiliam added kindly.
This supplement caused an uproar at the scene!
Various sounds burst out in an instant!
Some are disappointed, some are regretful, and some are angry!
The disappointed people originally had extremely high expectations for Wiliam,
including many of the Jiu Zong seniors who were optimistic about Wiliam before.
The regretful person seemed to have understood what happened last night, and
also saw through the paleness of Wiliam’s face, knowing that Wiliam’s heart had
more than enough energy.
The angry people are those who don’t know the audience.
They instinctively feel that they have played to the top twenty seats now, and
you actually gave up so easily!
Want a face!
If you don’t want to compete, you can give it to those in need!
How many sects have broken their heads for the top 20 seats!
Especially Qijian Zhetian, now even the top 20 seats are not available!
This kid surrendered so easily, it was an insult to the style and level of this game!
Su Emei looked at Wiliam, his face was full of disbelief!
She even wondered for a while whether the curse in her heart just now worked?
Or this kid knows how to read the mind, and he heard what he was thinking.
Otherwise, just thinking about whether he can retire, he will retire in the next
second?
This is a coincidence too!
However, Su Emei had a complicated feeling in his heart.
Although this kid surrendered directly, it was a pity.
I want to continue to see how amazing he is.

“Okay, for the next game, you have to cheer, I’m going down.” Wiliam just smiled
at Su Emei, and went straight off the ring.
Seeing Wiliam gradually disappearing from the back of the crowd, Su Emei
standing on the stage still felt that it was a dream.
From the great sadness of encountering Wiliam that he was destined to lose, to
the great joy of advancing to the winner group unscathed. This feeling came too
suddenly.
Su Emei walked down the stage in a trance, and then called the Zongmen.
And the call she made was her master, Miss Su.
“Master, I won.” Su Emei said dullly.
Miss Su is like a wild crane, not to mention staying at the Jiu Zong Qualifying
Tournament, she can’t even stay in the Zongmen.
So everything can only rely on the phone.
Miss Su was also a little puzzled when she heard it, “So fast? Look at this time,
the game just started only two or three minutes, right?”
Su Emei said embarrassingly: “Master, guess who the opponent I met? It’s the
man named Wiliam. But he actually gave in directly. Isn’t it weird?”
“What? The opponent you met was Wiliam? Then he surrendered directly?” Miss
Su asked immediately.
“Yeah. I don’t understand what he is thinking? Or is there something
unspeakable?” Su Emei’s head is not enough and can only tell the truth.
“Tell me what happened to him in the past few days.” Miss Su said again.
Su Emei honestly told me about the incident of Wiliam poisoning in the past few
days, including yesterday, and the attack he encountered in the evening.
As she spoke, she didn’t know where the inspiration flashed, and she slapped the
case, “I know Master! I think about the reason for his withdrawal!”
Su Emei was even trembling slightly because of his excitement.
She feels that this moment is the highlight of her life!
“Yesterday, Wiliam was poisoned and assassinated. Today I think his face is very
pale and something is wrong! He must have suffered a serious internal injury, but
he didn’t want others to see it, so he reluctantly took the stage.”

“After coming to power, he will admit defeat no matter whether he meets me or
not! He wants to buy a little time as soon as possible, then recover his body, go to
the loser group to fight, maybe there is still a chance! He can’t let people see him
I’m injured, so surrender is the best way. Master, you say I guessed right!” Su
Emei said excitedly.
There was a long silence on the other side of the phone.
“Master?” Su Emei thought that Master was disconnected.
“I’m here, well, what you said is a bit reasonable. But I don’t feel right. First of all,
Wiliam is definitely not the kind of person in your mouth. As far as I know, his
medical skills are very good, pure medical skills are even better than Lin Jiang, so
it is too difficult for him to poison him with poison.”
“Then what was assassinated. Since he can re-enter the ring today, it means he
hasn’t suffered any injuries at all, otherwise he won’t do this kind of sure thing.
He is not a very utilitarian person, if it is true. If there is an injury, just retire
directly. There is no need to go to any loser group. After all, there are still two
people in Jinyu Volley.” Miss Su said indifferently.
This analysis is like a basin of cold water, which has wiped out Su Emei’s highlight
moments.
She looked like an eggplant beaten by frost, and asked faintly: “Then why did you
say he had to retire?”
“Tell me about the things he has to do with our Yushizhi people, especially the
things you don’t understand inexplicably.” Su Emei said on the phone again.
Su Emei nodded hurriedly, then racked his brains to tell the story of Wiliam’s
previous nine cases of looting.
Of course, it included the words she said to bring Wiliam back to the Anaconda
mainland, and the words Lin Jiang told her to convey to Wiliam before the
retreat.
After saying this, a long sigh suddenly sounded on the other end of the phone.
“Hoho, we are really old. This is a nine-time qualifying match, which was
calculated by two little guys.”
“We Yushizhi people owe Wiliam a great favor!”
“And for this favor, Lin Jiang has already said thank you to Wiliam for us!”

